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ABSTRACT 

This talk weaves personal experience, archival research, and a photo-essay together to 

ask how we might crip and queer evidence of pain. Philosophers, doctors, and pain studies 

scholars alike lament the absence of objective measurement tools to verify and prove pain’s 

existence. Arguments of pain’s purported resistance to language (Scarry) and uniquely 

subjective nature abound to frame personal accounts of pain as flawed, provisional, and 

suspect. Biomedicine has, in turn, offered an assortment of supplementary diagnostic tools 

meant to evidence pain—from pain scales to pain tracking apps. Despite the fantasy of 

certainty that such “biocertifications” (Samuels) offer, experiences of pain remain widely 

dismissed among women, older adults, and racial and ethnic minorities because of the 

absence of objective measurement tools. In this talk, I juxtapose material from a history of 

pain medicine collection with personal accounts of pain to track and interrogate the gaps 

between two differing archives of pain. In doing so, I outline dominant pain epistemologies 

and, drawing from critical theory’s interrogations and re-imaginings of archives, theorize 

what constitutes crip and queer evidence of pain.  
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